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ABSTRACT: The etiology of patellofemoral pain is likely related to pathological femoral shape and soft-tissue restraints imbalance. These
factors may result in various maltracking patterns in patients with patellofemoral pain. Thus, we hypothesized that femoral shape influences
patellofemoral kinematics, but that this influence differs between kinematically unique subgroups of patients with patellofemoral pain. 3D
MRIs of 30 knees with patellofemoral pain and maltracking (‘‘maltrackers’’) and 33 knees of asymptomatic subjects were evaluated,
retrospectively. Dynamic MRI was acquired during a flexion-extension task. Maltrackers were divided into two subgroups (nonlateral and
lateral maltrackers) based on previously defined kinematic criteria. Nine measures of femoral trochlear shape and two measures of patellar
shape were quantified. These measures were correlated with patellofemoral kinematics. Differences were found in femoral shape between
the maltracking and asymptomatic cohorts. Femoral shape parameters were associated with patellar kinematics in patients with
patellofemoral pain and maltracking, but the correlations were unique across subgroups within this population. The ability to better
categorize patients with patellofemoral pain will likely improve treatment by providing a more specific etiology of maltracking in individual
patients. � 2010 Orthopaedic Research Society. Published by Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J Orthop Res 28:865–872, 2010
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Patellofemoral (PF) pain syndrome is one of the most
common problems of the knee,1–6 constituting 25% of all
injuries presenting to a sports injury clinic7 and affecting
15% of military recruits undergoing basic infantry train-
ing.8 It is characterized by anterior knee pain that is
aggravated by deep flexion, prolonged sitting, and
repetitive flexion/extension.6 Muscle force imbalance,9,10

altered passive constraints,9,10 static PF malalign-
ment,11–18 dynamic PF maltracking,19–23 and patholog-
ical femoral shape24 are thought to be related to PF pain.
Yet, the mechanism by which these factors lead to pain is
not well understood, complicating treatment.

One of the difficulties in determining the source of PF
pain is that the numerous potential causes are interre-
lated. For example, PF malalignment and maltracking
result from imbalanced forces acting on the patella;25

such an imbalance may partially arise from pathological
femoral shape. Trochlear dysplasia (a sulcus angle
>150826 or a lateral trochlear inclination angle (LTI)
<1181) can lead to recurrent patellar dislocation.1,3,5,27,28

Yet, few studies have examined how PF shape may be
altered in patients with PF pain without recurrent
dislocation.12,24,29 One study30 explored the relationship
between femoral shape and PF kinematics (‘‘tracking’’)
in a combined population of patients with PF pain and
asymptomatic volunteers. The sulcus angle was a
predictor of 2D PF kinematics, but the potentially unique
correlations within each population (patients with PF
pain and asymptomatic volunteers) were not identified.
A more recent study22 revealed kinematically distinct
subgroups (nonlateral and lateral maltrackers) within a
patient population with PF pain and maltracking. The

distinct maltracking patterns may indicate a different
reliance on the femoral sulcus for guiding PF movement
between these subgroups.

Thus, the primary objective of this study was to
quantify femoral and patellar shape in the context of 3D
PF kinematics of asymptomatic subjects and patients
with PF pain and maltracking (‘‘maltrackers’’) in order to
test three hypotheses: (1) femoral and patellar shape
parameters are different between these cohorts; (2) these
same parameters differ between kinematically unique
subgroups within the maltrackers; and (3) the influence
of femoral shape on PF kinematics differs between
kinematically unique subgroups of maltrackers. Support
of these hypotheses would define how femoral shape
influences PF kinematics, providing clinical guidance in
treatment selection.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This retrospective study used data from two separate cohorts.
The first included 30 knees of patients diagnosed with PF pain
and suspected maltracking (‘‘maltrackers;’’ Table 1). To be
included in this cohort, each knee had to be clinically diagnosed
with PF pain (symptoms present for�1 year) without any of the
following: prior surgery (including arthroscopy); ligament,
meniscus, iliotibial band, or cartilage damage; other lower leg
pathology or injury; or traumatic onset of PF pain syndrome.
Also, each knee had to exhibit one or more of the following: Q-
angle �158; a positive apprehension test; patellar lateral
hypermobility � 10 mm; or a positive J-sign.9 The second
cohort consisted of 33 knees (Table 1) from an asymptomatic
control population (with no history of lower leg pathology,
surgery, or major injury) recruited from the general population.
All participants gave informed consent upon entering this
institutional review board (IRB)-approved study.

For all subjects, two sets of magnetic resonance (MR) images
were acquired: a high-resolution 3D sagittal Gradient Recalled
Echo Image series with resolution that varied from
0.547� 0.547� 1.0 mm to 1.172� 1.172� 1.5 mm; and a full
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dynamic image set, containing a sagittal-oblique fast-PC MR
image series (x, y, z velocity and anatomic images over 24 time
frames) and an axial fastcard image series (anatomic images
only). All dynamic images were acquired while subjects
extended/flexed their knee from maximum flexion to full
extension and back.31

Seven measures of femoral trochlear geometry (Fig. 1:
lateral trochlear inclination (LTI).1 sulcus angle,12,32,33 artic-
ular cartilage depth (ACD),3 sulcus groove length, trochlear
bump,3 trochlear groove width,5 and trochlear depth5) and two
measures of patellar geometry [patellar height (PH) and width]
were quantified from the 3D static images using ImageJ (NIH,
Bethesda, MD). From these measurements, two ratios describ-
ing trochlear geometry (facet and condyle asymmetry5) and one
describing the relationship between trochlear groove width and
patellar width (TPR) were calculated. All measures were scaled
by the ratio of the average epicondylar width across the
asymptomatic cohort (76.9 mm) to each subject’s epicondylar
width.

Before performing femoral shape measures, each 3D static
sagittal image set was rotated to standardize the analysis
coordinate system across subjects and decrease inherent
variability in measurements due to initial offsets in limb
positioning (MIPAV, NIH).33,34 In the rotated image set,
the femoral–sagittal reference plane was defined as the image
plane containing the deepest point of the sulcus groove.
Sulcus groove length, trochlear bump, and ACD were quanti-
fied in this plane. The patellar–sagittal reference plane
was defined as the image plane containing the tallest
patellar section. Patellar height was quantified in this image
plane. The rotated 3D sagittal image set was then resliced to
create an axial image set. The femoral–axial reference plane
was defined as the axial image plane containing the epicondylar
line (Fig. 1). LTI, sulcus angle, trochlear depth, trochlear
groove width, facet asymmetry, and condyle asymmetry
were quantified in this plane. The patellar–axial reference
plane was defined as the axial image plane containing the
widest portion of the patella. Patellar width was quantified in
this plane.

PF kinematics were obtained for each subject through
integration of the fast-PC MRI velocity data.31 This technique

has excellent accuracy (<0.5 mm35) and precision (<1.2831) for
measuring PF kinematics. Displacement was defined in 3D
(lateral–medial, inferior–superior, and posterior–anterior),
as was orientation (flexion-extension, lateral–medial tilt, and
valgus–varus rotation).22 A significant increase in the superior
location of the patella relative to the femur was defined as
patella alta. Although, this is not the typical measure of patella
alta (e.g., the Insall-Salvati ratio, which defines a relationship
between the patella and tibia during quiet standing36), the
method may be more physiologically relevant because the
kinematic relationship between the patella and the femoral
sulcus is quantified during volitional exercise with quadriceps
activity. The kinematics were quantified from �458 knee
flexion to full extension, but for clarity this study focused on
two descriptors of this range, the value and slope of each
kinematic variable. The value of each variable was defined by
its magnitude at 108 of extension, consistent with a previous
study.22 At this angle, the knee was in terminal extension
(where patellar maltracking is typically most evident). Nearly
all subjects reached this angle, so minimal data loss occurred.
The slope of each kinematic variable was defined by the linear
best fit with knee angle.

The maltracking cohort was divided into two subgroups
based on the lateral–medial displacement of the patella, using a
previously defined criterion.22 Symptomatic knees with dis-
placement medial to the asymptomatic average (� �0.45 mm)
and with a lateral–medial displacement slope�0.25 mm/8were
defined as ‘‘nonlateral maltrackers’’ (n¼ 13). All others were
defined as ‘‘lateral maltrackers’’ (n¼ 17).

A Student’s t-test (two-tailed, unequal variances) was used
to compare demographics and shape parameters between the
asymptomatic and maltracking cohorts. This was followed by a
one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with group (asympto-
matic, nonlateral maltrackers and lateral maltrackers) as the
main effect factor. If a difference was detected between groups,
a pairwise Bonferroni post hoc analysis was performed to
determine which group-pair demonstrated this difference. For
shape parameters demonstrating significance between groups,
correlations were sought with the value of each kinematic
variable. A correlation �0.5 was considered clinically relevant.
If a set of shape parameters covaried (Pearson’s r coefficient),

Table 1. Demographics and Clinical Intake Parameters

Parameter

Controls Maltrackers Non;ateral Lateral

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

Age (years) 24.9 5.1 27.6 10.8 27.9 10.0 27.4 11.7
Height (cm) 171.4 10.7 168.0 6.9 166.2 6.5 169.3 7.0
Weight (kg) 69.0 18.3 62.5 12.7 58.8 7.7 65.4 15.1
Gender 16F & 17M 26F & 4M 12F & 1M 14F & 3M
Kujula score (out of 100) 74.2 11.4 72.1 13.0 75.7 10.3
Visual Analog Pain Scale

(out of 100)
36.8 27.0 35.1 26.5 38.1 28.2

Q-angle (deg) 16.2 3.5 17.0 2.0 15.5 3.7
Lateral hypermobility 8.7 4.8 5.8 1.6 10.9 5.3
J-sign (present) 15 — 5 — 10 —
Length of pain (years) 3.1 2.1 2.7 1.7 3.3 2.7

The majority of the control cohort data were collected prior to the patellar maltracking cohort data; thus, clinical intake parameters were
unavailable for the control cohort. Only lateral hypermobility was significantly different between the lateral and nonlateral maltracking
cohorts.
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then the correlations were reported for a single variable from
that set. Due to the higher percentage of males in the control
population (Table 1), a Student’s t-test was used to compare
shape parameters and kinematics between males and females
in the asymptomatic population. Statistical significance was set
at p¼ 0.05.

Previous studies showed that the mean LTI is approx-
imately 208 (SD: 58) in asymptomatic subjects.1,24 Therefore,
assuming a minimum detectable difference of 4.08 (20% of the
asymptomatic mean) and choosing a common standard devia-
tion of 58, a preliminary power analysis estimated that two
cohorts (asymptomatic volunteers and patients with PF pain) of
26 subjects each would be needed to yield a power of 80% (effect
size: 0.8).

RESULTS
No significant differences were found in demographics
between the cohorts (asymptomatic controls and all
maltrackers) or between the maltracking subgroups
(lateral and nonlateral maltrackers). The one exception
was the significantly larger percentage of females in the
maltracking cohort compared to the asymptomatic
cohort (Table 1). In comparing asymptomatic males to

asymptomatic females, no differences in kinematics
(matching previously published results31) or PF shape
parameters were found.

Three shape parameters were significantly different
in the maltracking cohort compared to the asymptomatic
cohort (Table 2). ACD, sulcus groove length, and PH were
larger in the maltracking cohort by 25.7% (p< 0.001),
8.0% (p¼ 0.031), and 7.1% (p¼ .020), respectively.

Three femoral shape parameters (LTI, sulcus angle,
and trochlear depth) were different between the mal-
tracking subgroups (Table 2 and Fig. 2). LTI was 20.0%
(p¼ 0.008) and 11.3% (p¼ 0.016) greater in nonlateral
maltrackers compared to lateral maltrackers and
asymptomatic subjects, respectively. Sulcus angle and
trochlear depth were 7.1% larger (p¼0.009) and 22.5%
smaller (p¼0.015) in the lateral compared to the
nonlateral maltrackers, respectively. Patellar height
was not different between the maltracking subgroups,
but it was 7.6% greater in nonlateral maltrackers
compared to the asymptomatic cohort (p¼0.020).

The measures of trochlear dysplasia (trochlear bump,
trochlear groove width, facet asymmetry, and condyle

Figure 1. Femoral and Patellar shape measurements. A–C) Femoral-sagittal reference plane A) Sulcus groove length (a) is the linear
distance between the most superior and most inferior points in the sulcus groove (white dots). Patellar height (b), is defined as the longest
length of the patella along the posterior edge as measured in the patellar sagital reference plane. (B) Trochlear bump (c) is the perpendicular
distance from the superior tip of the articular cartilage (white dot) to the tangent to the distal anterior femoral cortex (AFC). (C) Articular
cartilage depth (d) is measured along a vector 158 below the line perpendicular to the distal posterior femoral cortex (PFC) and intersecting
the edge of the posterior condyles. (D–F) Axial femoral reference plane. (D) Height of the medial condyle, sulcus groove, and lateral condyle
are distances e, f, and g, respectively, each measured as the perpendicular distance from the most anterior point of the bony landmark (white
dots) to the tangent to the posterior condyles (PC). Trochlear depth is [(eþg) / 2]� f. Condyle asymmetry is e / g. Patellar width (PW: measured
in the patellar reference plane, but shown in the femoral reference plane for brevity), is the distance between the most medial and most lateral
points on the patella. (E) Trochlear groove width (h) is the distance between the anterior points of the lateral and medial trochlear condyles
(outer white dots). The ratio between trochlear groove width and patellar width (TPR) is PW/h. The center dot represents the most distal point
of the sulcus groove. Facet asymmetry of the trochlear groove is defined as i / j. (F) Lateral trochlear inclination (LTI) is the angle between the
tangent to the lateral trochlear edge and PC. Sulcus angle (SA) is defined by the angle between the lines tangent to the medial and lateral
trochlear edges.
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asymmetry), patellar width, and TPR were not different
between the two cohorts or between the two maltracking
subgroups. Strong covariance was documented between
LTI and both sulcus angle (r¼�0.82) and trochlear
depth (r¼0.76), but not between LTI and either ACD
(r¼ 0.08) or PH (r¼0.05). PH weakly covaried with ACD
(r¼ 0.45).

The nonlateral maltracking subgroup differed from
the asymptomatic population in a single kinematic
variable only: increased PF flexion (4.08). The lateral
maltrackers followed a more ‘‘classic’’ pattern of mal-
tracking: increased lateral (4.3 mm) and superior

(6.7 mm) displacement along with increased flexion
(4.28), lateral tilt (5.78), and valgus (1.78). Out of all the
kinematic variables, flexion and superior displacement
were the most consistently different between the
maltracking subgroups and the control population. Only
two nonlateral and two lateral maltrackers were more
extended than the asymptomatic average and only two
lateral and four nonlateral maltrackers were inferior to
the asymptomatic average.

Correlations between femoral shape and PF kine-
matics existed for both cohorts. LTI and PF lateral tilt
were moderately correlated for the asymptomatic cohort

Table 2. Femoral Shape Parameters

Parameter

Controls Maltrackers Nonlateral Lateral

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

Lateral trochlear inclination (8) 25.78N 5.18 27.34 6.22 30.83C,L 5.34 24.68N 5.59
Sulcus angle (8) 126.98 8.82 126.87 8.63 121.60L 7.22 130.90N 7.48
Articular cartilage depth (mm) 3.08L,N,M 0.85 3.87C 0.79 4.07C 0.63 3.72C 0.89
Sulcus groove length (mm) 28.98M 3.50 31.28C 4.61 30.56 4.23 31.83 4.93
Trochlear depth (mm) 7.74 1.67 7.85 1.50 8.76L 1.20 7.15N 1.34
Patellar height (mm) 25.59N,M 2.30 27.41C 2.21 27.69C 2.67 27.20 1.85
Trochlear bump (mm) 2.26 1.25 2.43 1.83 2.23 1.24 2.58 2.20
Trochlear groove width (mm) 32.47 3.88 32.53 3.03 32.16 2.99 32.81 3.12
Patellar width (mm) 41.71 3.10 42.14 2.38 42.62 2.47 41.78 2.31
Condyle asymmetry 1.04 0.03 1.05 0.03 1.05 0.03 1.04 0.03
Facet asymmetry 1.46 0.37 1.37 0.30 1.26 0.23 1.45 0.32
TPR 1.30 0.20 1.31 0.14 1.34 0.17 1.28 0.11

Each row provides the mean and standard deviation (SD) for each shape variable in each cohort (control and maltrackers) and each
maltracking subgroup (nonlateral and lateral). Superscript letter indicates a significant difference for that cohort or subgroup compared to
another (C¼ controls, M¼all maltrackers, L¼ lateral maltrackers, N¼nonlateral maltrackers). No significant differences were found
between any cohort or subgroup for the last 6 measures.

Figure 2. Femoral shape parame-
ters with significant differences
between the three cohorts. Mean
(þSD) is shown for nonlateral mal-
trackers, lateral maltrackers, and
controls for (A) lateral trochlear incli-
nation (LTI), (B) sulcus angle (SA),
(C) articular cartilage depth (ACD),
and (D) patellar height. One star (*)
and two stars (**) indicate significant
differences between groups at p<
0.05 and p<0.01, respectively.
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(r¼ 0.61). The maltrackers demonstrated correlations
between LTI and superior displacement (r¼�0.69),
medial displacement (r¼ 0.48), and medial tilt
(r¼ 0.57). LTI was inversely correlated with patellar
superior displacement (r¼�0.70) for lateral maltrack-
ers. In contrast, LTI and PF lateral tilt were moderately
correlated for the nonlateral maltrackers (r¼0.55).
In addition, PH was moderately correlated with
patellar superior displacement (r¼ 0.56) and extension
(r¼�0.68) for the nonlateral maltracking subgroup.
Correlations for sulcus angle, trochlear depth, and ACD
covaried with other shape measures and therefore, were
not considered independent measures.

DISCUSSION
A key aspect of this study is that it not only defines
differences in femoral shape between populations, it
begins to explain potential sources of maltracking by
correlating femoral shape with PF kinematics. The
association between shape and kinematics was different
for the lateral and nonlateral maltracking subgroups,
indicating a different reliance on the femoral sulcus for
restricting patellar motion at or near full extension. In
addition, the two maltracking subgroups often demon-
strate average femoral shape values that are on opposite
sides of the asymptomatic average (e.g., LTI, sulcus
angle, and trochlear depth). Thus, when the maltrack-
ing cohort as a whole is compared to the asymptomatic
cohort, these differences are masked.

Our study is unique in demonstrating an increase in
LTI for a subgroup of maltrackers (nonlateral).
Although previous studies demonstrated decreased
LTI (trochlear dysplasia) in patients with PF
pain,1,1,3,5,27,28 the increase in LTI found in our study
is supported by earlier in vitro work that simulated
dysplasia and trochleoplasty (resulting in increased
LTI) in cadaver knees.37 By changing the LTI in cadaver
knees, Amis and colleagues22 found that trochlear
dysplasia resulted in an increase (from control) of
approximately 5 mm in lateral displacement, whereas
trochleoplasty resulted in a decrease (�2.5 mm at 108

knee extension). Similarly, the nonlateral maltracking
subgroup demonstrated a 6.28 increase in LTI along
with a 6.2 mm decrease in lateral PF displacement,
compared to lateral maltrackers.

The lack of significant differences between the
asymptomatic and maltracking cohorts for the majority
of the femoral shape parameters is not surprising, as
most of the maltrackers did not have gross patellar
instability. Only four lateral maltrackers had a history of
two or more dislocations; all other maltrackers had no
history of dislocation. Trochlear bump, trochlear groove
width, condyle asymmetry, and facet asymmetry are all
measures of femoral dysplasia,5 which has a higher
prevalence in patients with PF pain and recurrent
dislocation.1,3 Significant differences were found in
ACD, but the differences were within the range of
measurement accuracy and thus, were potentially not
clinically relevant.

The correlations between femoral shape and PF
kinematics are supported by a previous 2D study.30 In
the current study, the distinct associations between
shape and kinematics for each maltracking subgroup
indicate that the two subgroups relied on the femoral
sulcus differently for restricting patellar motion at or
near full extension. For lateral maltrackers, femoral
shape was not a controlling factor for PF kinematics in
terminal extension. This is likely due to the patella alta
identified in this subgroup, which removes the patella
from the sulcus groove early in terminal extension,
allowing soft tissue forces to dominate PF kinematics.
Interestingly, the inverse correlation between LTI and
the PF superior displacement in this maltracking
subgroup potentially arose from the influence of kine-
matics on femoral shape. Specifically, in the presence of
patella alta, the proximal femoral sulcus experiences less
mechanical stress due to patellar disengagement. Low-
ered stress on the bone fosters remodeling, which results
in a lower LTI.37 Following this line of reasoning, the
superior location of the patella explains 49% (r2) of
the variation in LTI. Thus, patella alta increases the
likelihood of dislocation12,27,38 by both removing the

Table 3. Pearson’s Correlation Coefficients (r) for Lateral Trochlear Inclination Angle (LTI) and Patellar Height (PH)
with Patellofemoral Kinematics

Cohort Parameter

Displacement Rotation

Medial Superior Anterior Flexion Medial Tilt Varus

Control LTI 0.35* �0.25 0.20 �0.17 0.61** 0.21
All maltrackers LTI 0.48* �0.69** �0.17 �0.10 0.57** 0.01
Nonlateral LTI 0.13 �0.32 �0.46 �0.33 0.55* 0.11
Lateral LTI 0.26 �0.70* �0.22 0.07 0.42 �0.17

Control PH 0.07 0.27 0.34 0.04 0.16 �0.14
All maltrackers PH 0.23 0.11 0.09 �0.46* 0.05 0.31
Nonlateral PH 0.00 0.56* 0.09 �0.69* 0.11 0.48
Lateral PH 0.31 0.09 0.02 �0.21 �0.13 0.07

Medial, superior, anterior, flexion, medial tilt and varus indicate the positive directions of motion.
*p�0.05,
**p<0.001.
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patella from the constraints of the femoral sulcus and by
fostering femoral dysplasia.

For the nonlateral maltracking subgroup, the femoral
sulcus only partially controlled PF kinematics in that
30% (r2) of the variability in patellar tilt could be
explained by LTI. This is likely due to the lack of patella
alta and the larger patellar height, allowing the patella
to remain engaged with the femoral groove further into
terminal extension. Although no correlation was found
between LTI and lateral–medial displacement, the
increased LTI and the more medially displaced patella
in the nonlateral maltrackers likely indicates that LTI
influenced this kinematic variable, but not in a linear
fashion. Specifically, in the presence of soft-tissue
imbalance, the lateral edge of the patella is engaged
with the lateral trochlea. Thus, further lateral trans-
lation can only occur if the patella rides up the lateral
trochlea, resulting in a coupled anterolateral trans-
lation. The increased patellar flexion in nonlateral
maltrackers increases posterior pressure on the patella.
This pressure resists anterior movement, preventing the
patella from riding up the lateral trochlea. Thus, a
prominent lateral trochlea (large LTI) provides the
nonlateral maltrackers an osseous constraint, which
prevents lateral patellar translation (Fig. 3).

The primary limitation of this study was its retro-
spective nature. The 3D static images were not collected
for the specific purpose of measuring femoral bone shape.
Thus, the image resolution varied among subjects. As
many of the shape parameters demonstrated no signifi-
cant differences between cohorts, power was investi-
gated post hoc. Only a single parameter (trochlear bump)
was significantly underpowered to detect a difference of
1.0 mm (power <70%). Due to the increased incidence of
PF pain syndrome in females, gender is an important
consideration. When controlling for gender as a cova-
riate, group significance was maintained for all compar-
isons with the single exception of PH. No significant
interaction between group and gender was detected for
all PF bone shape and kinematic variables. Further
analysis of PH with multiple regression techniques
suggested that although gender may influence PH, this
influence was not strong enough to confound the original
group comparisons. Therefore, based on multiple stat-
istical analyses, the difference in gender representation
between the cohorts does not confound our results.

Ongoing debate persists on the benefits of measuring
kinematics during weight-bearing tasks. Powers and
colleagues demonstrated that maltracking patterns
were more pronounced at or near full extension under
nonaxial loading conditions with high quadriceps activ-
ity (compared to a partial weight-bearing condition)
similar to the current paradigm.39 In agreement, the
single study to quantify PF kinematics during full
weight-bearing failed to identify maltracking patterns
near full extension, but did identify such patterns at deep
flexion (>608 of flexion) or the portion of the movement
requiring the highest quadriceps load.20 Additionally, a
recent cadaver study demonstrated that increased
quadriceps load led to increased lateral patellar tilt and
shift.40 In total, these results highlight the fact that
loading of the patellofemoral joint occurs primarily
through quadriceps contraction, not axial loading.
Therefore, quantifying knee joint kinematics associated
with PF pain during dynamic movements requiring
quadriceps activity is key to identify maltracking
patterns,19 and weight-bearing is likely not the primary
factor. Thus, the fact that our data were acquired in a
nonweight-bearing condition is not a limitation, partic-
ularly because the critical elements of movement and
quadriceps activities are incorporated within the exper-
imental paradigm.

In conclusion, femoral shape is generally not the
primary controlling factor in PF kinematics for patients
with PF pain. Importantly, the relationship between
femoral shape and PF kinematics varies based on the
type of maltracking present. Thus, any treatment or
surgical intervention aimed at correcting PF maltrack-
ing10 should account for both the differences in femoral
shape and the relationships between femoral shape and
PF kinematics. For example, a change in bone shape
would unlikely alter PF kinematics in a lateral mal-
tracker with patella alta, but shortening the patellar
tendon would increase patellar engagement with the
trochlear groove during terminal extension, and there-
fore likely improve maltracking. In addition, the current
study has identified measurements that can be taken on
standard clinical MRIs (e.g., LTI and patellar height),
which suggest, but do not definitively predict, member-
ship in PF pain subgroups. The differences in femoral
shape between the maltracking subgroups may support
the development of a clinical tool to predict kinematic

Figure 3. Midpatellar axial image during
volitional knee extension with active quadri-
ceps contraction. (A) Nonlateral maltracker.
The combination of a longer patella, normative
superior patellar location, and a high LTI in the
nonlateral maltrackers enables the patella to
remain partially engaged with the femoral
trochlea in terminal extension. The large
lateral edge resists lateral patellar translation,
leading to a more centralized tracking pattern.
(B) Lateral maltracker. Due to the patella alta
and the lower value of LTI, the patella is not
engaged with the femoral trochlea in terminal
extension. The lack of osseous constraints and
the presence of soft tissue imbalance allow the
patella to track laterally.
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maltracking patterns associated with PF pain, without
the need for dynamic imaging, because such patterns
could not be predicted from classic clinical measures
alone.22 This would likely improve treatment by provid-
ing a more specific etiology of maltracking. Data
collection is continuing to support tool development.
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